Effective monitoring of degenerative patient conditions is crucial for many clinical decision-making problems. Leveraging the nowadays data-rich environments in many clinical settings, in this paper, we propose a novel clinical data fusion framework that can build a contemporaneous health index (CHI) for degenerative disease monitoring to quantify the severity of deterioration process over time. Our framework specifically exploits the monotonic progression patterns of the target degenerative disease conditions such as the Alzheimer's disease (AD) and articulate these patterns with a systematic optimization formulation. Further, to address the patient heterogeneity, we integrate CHI with dictionary learning to build sets of overcomplete bases to represent the personalized models efficiently. Numerical performances on two real-world applications show the promising capability of the proposed DL-CHI model.
Introduction
In this paper, we concern the problem of patient risk monitoring that is to characterize the trajectory over the course of progression. Although there is no universal definition of the concept "patient condition, " it has been a crucial concept in the communications between clinicians and frequently referenced by healthcare providers. Developing a precise contemporaneous longitudinal index (CHI) that can faithfully reflect the underlying patient condition across the course of the condition's progression holds great value for facilitating a range of clinical decision-makings. For instance, it will help early detection of patient deterioration to help reduce the number of serious incidents, i.e., it is reported that 11% of serious incidents are a function of deterioration not acted upon mainly due to the failure to recognize the sign of deterioration [1, 2] . It will also help enhance the continuity of care since a longitudinal perspective of the patient condition can be provided for clinicians and healthcare providers. Also, it may ultimately lead to development of control system engineering that can implement adaptive *Correspondence: asamareh@uw.edu Industrial and Systems Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle 98105, USA interventions for better healthcare management [3] [4] [5] [6] , with a global representation of the dynamic condition in evolution.
Towards this goal, technological innovations are emerging in many healthcare applications, which have given rise to a data-rich environment where an abundance of longitudinal clinical measurements that reflect the degeneration of the health condition can be continuously collected. For example, to monitor the surgical site infection (SSI), daily wound measurements, such as the temperature, granularity, and distance of the wound, could be acquired to assess the condition of the wound, together with other non-wound-related but important clinical signals such as heart rate, morning body temperature, NG tube presence, etc. However, particular data characteristics present challenges that call for specialized data fusion models to predict patient conditions using the multivariate longitudinal data. For instance, as these multivariate longitudinal data are actually temporal realizations of an underlying disease progression in different dimensions, how to leverage our knowledge of the disease progression process to fuse the data is a challenge. Also, the fact that these data are usually sampled at irregular time points adds in another layer of complexity. And even if we could fuse the data properly, the existence of patient heterogeneity multiplies the complexity of the problem that calls for a generic framework to personalize the model based on individual's characteristics implicitly embedded in data.
To tackle those challenges, we propose a novel framework, named as DL-CHI, that focuses on a particular category of disease conditions that follow a monotonic disease progression process. In our previous work [7] , we have developed a contemporaneous health index (CHI) that fuses the irregular multivariate longitudinal time series data to quantify the severity of degenerative disease conditions to fit the monotonic degradation process of the disease condition. However, CHI is designed for average user and ignores the patient heterogeneity and therefore limits their applicability in real-world applications. For example, it is known that patients of Alzheimer's disease (AD) suffer from very diverse and heterogeneous progression processes [8] [9] [10] . A possible remedy is to build personalized model on an individual's basis. However, this demands a great amount of labeled training samples, which are very likely not feasible in many clinical settings.
Thus, this motivates us to develop the DL-CHI framework by integrating CHI with dictionary learning [8, 11] . The basic idea shared by the dictionary learning algorithms is that the input signal is approximated with a sparse linear combination of a few dictionary elements or basis [12] . DL has been used in many signal processing applications, such as signal reconstruction [13] , face recognition [14] , and healthcare [15, 16] . The dictionary basis provides a succinct representation that can span the space of the personalized models to capture the patient heterogeneity and reveal the hidden structures in the data (in a similar spirit as principal component analysis). It has been shown that the performance of a classification task can be improved by learning a sparsifying dictionary from the data set. [17, 18] . The reason is that the sparsifying dictionary actually plays a role in the regularization of the model learning, as the dictionary basis vectors are numerical representations of patient heterogeneity. Translating this wisdom into DL-CHI, our basic idea is to first learn individual models through the CHI formulation and then reconstruct the model parameters of the learned individual models via supervised dictionary learning. Each column of the dictionary represents a basis vector. As such, each individual model is represented as a sparse linear combination of the basis vectors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work in the literature will be reviewed and discussed. In Section 3, the proposed analytic framework will be presented, and the corresponding computational algorithm will be derived. In Section 4, the proposed method will be implemented and validated using two real-world applications; one is for monitoring of brain health in AD and the other is monitoring of SSI. We will conclude the study in Section 5. Note that, in this paper, we use lowercase letters, e.g., x, to represent scalars, boldface lowercase letters, e.g., v, to represent vectors, and boldface uppercase letters, e.g., W , to represent matrices.
Related works

The CHI model
The CHI model is developed in [7] which specifically utilizes the monotonicity of disease progression to enhance the data fusion of multivariate clinical measurements taken at irregular time points. In this section, we will first briefly present the basic formulation of the CHI model and then present the DL-CHI model that integrates CHI with dictionary learning for personalized models.
The CHI model was motivated by the common characteristics of many degenerative conditions such as AD which shows monotonic progression trajectory. For example, for AD, a number of biomarkers have been developed to measure the degeneration of the neural systems, including the neuroimaging modalities such as PET and MRI scans [19, 20] . It is typical to see that, along with the disease progression, the brain volumes shown in the MRI scans continue to shrink over time. The same phenomenon could be observed on the PET scans with the persistent decrease of metabolic activities. Those monotonic patterns indicate that the disease progression, once started, tends to be worse and worse.
The task of CHI is to translate multivariate longitudinal measurements into a contemporaneous health index h n,t that captures patient condition changing over the course of progression. Note that different individuals could be measured with different length of time and at different time locations. As we target degenerative conditions, CHI should be monotonic, i.e., h n,t 1 ≥ h n,t 2 if t 1 ≥ t 2 , if we assume that higher index represents more severe condition. Since CHI is a latent construct that is not directly measurable, clinical variables associated with it can be measured over time, which provide us data to learn it.
Denote the training set by
collected from N patients. Here, each measurement x n,i,t is the value of the ith variable for the nth subject for a given time t, where t ∈ {1, . . . , T n } is the time index. Converting the measurements x n,t into h n,t needs a mathematical model for h n,t = f (x n,t ). Here, for simplicity and interpretability, we start with the linear models, i.e., h n,t = x n,t · w, where w ∈ R d is a vector of weight coefficients to combine the d variables. Denote the total number of positive and negative samples by N + and N − respectively, i.e., N + := |{n|y n = 1}| and N − := |{n|y n = −1}|. The formulation of the CHI learning framework is shown in below:
Items in (1) can be explained as follows:
• The first term (1a) and second term (1b) are the SVM formulation that aims to utilize the label information to enhance the discriminatory power of CHI. Here, y n ∈ {1, −1} is the label of the nth sample that indicates if the nth subject is diseased or not.
• The term (1c) is invented to enforce the monotonicity of the learned health index, i.e., h n,t 1 ≥ h n,t 2 if t 1 ≥ t 2 . Here, z n,t is the difference of two successive data vectors z n,t := x n,t+1 − x n,t .
• Items (1d) and (1f) are invented to encourage the homogeneity of CHI within the group that has the same health status. Here,x
represent the center of data vectors at time T n for all positive and negative samples, respectively, that are:
x n,T n .
• The last term, (1f), is the L 1 -norm penalty that is used to encourage sparsity of the features.
Note that the proposed formulation generalized many existing models, such as SVM, sparse SVM, LASSO, etc. The CHI model could be efficiently solved by using the block coordinate descent algorithm that is illustrated in Appendix: "CHI model formulation" section.
Dictionary learning
Developing models like CHI helps us to capture changes in various aspects of the disease trajectory. But as CHI assumes the same model for the whole population, it ignores heterogeneity of degenerative diseases and therefore limits its applicability in real-world applications that have shown great patient heterogeneity [21, 22] . Recently, it has been shown that learning a dictionary can overcome the above limitations [14, 23, 24] . The basic idea of dictionary learning algorithms is to approximate training samples as a sparse linear combination of the few dictionary elements. Hence, dictionary learning algorithm can be considered as a way to represent low-dimensional structure of high-dimensional data.
DL was applied to many applications and achieved stateof-the-art performances, such as image denoising [13] and inpainting [25] , clustering [26, 27] , classification [28, 29] etc. It is known that the conventional DL framework was designed for a reconstruction task instead of adapting to classification. It is believed that classification performance will be further improved if we carefully learn a classification-oriented dictionary. For instance, in [12] a sparse representation-based classification (SRC) method was proposed for robust face recognition and achieved very impressive results. SRC treats the original data set as a dictionary, wherein the class-specific training sets are sub-dictionaries contributing to discrimination. Inspired by SRC, Yang et al. proposed a meta-face learning [14] to learn an adaptive dictionary for each class, and Ramirez et al. [17] added another term to derive more delicate classification-oriented dictionaries.
The use of dictionary learning for personalization of prediction models is also achieved by proposing novel transfer learning approaches. For example, in [6] personalization task was performed in two phases: learning user-specific source classifiers and learning a distributionto-classifier mapping via implementing dictionary learning. Another approach is to perform multi-modal task-driven dictionary learning algorithm under the joint sparsity constraint to enforce collaborations among multiple homogeneous/heterogeneous sources of information. In task-driven formulation, the multi-modal dictionaries are learned simultaneously with their corresponding classifiers. The resulting multi-modal dictionaries can generate discriminative sparse codes from the data that are optimized for a given task such as binary or multi-class classification [30] .
There are various dictionary learning algorithms that are effective for classification tasks [31] [32] [33] [34] . Zhang and Li proposed discriminative K-SVD to simultaneously achieve a dictionary which has a good representation power while supporting optimal discrimination of the classes [33] . The name K-SVD refers to updating a dictionary with K vectors. A collection of training vectors corresponding to the dictionary vector in its approximation are taken by minimizing the Frobenius norm of the approximation error by solving for the dictionary vector at each iteration. This algorithm starts with an initial dictionary and initial sparse code coefficients, and then, one dictionary vector is updated at each iteration. The corresponding sparse coefficient is changed before proceeding to update the next dictionary vector. The minimization is done through singular value decomposition (SVD). Another example is the iterative least squares dictionary learning algorithms (ILS-DLA) presented in [31, 32] , where assumes known sparse code coefficients at each iteration and derives the best possible dictionary using either the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) or Focal Under-determined System Solver (FOCUSS). ILS-DLA method deploys a second order update which makes it nearly impractical in reasonable dimensions due to its matrix inversion step. Another example is the recursive least squares dictionary learning algorithm RLS-DLA, which is an online alternation of ILS-DLA. In the online alternation, each training signal is processed one at a time to improve the dictionary. One of the larger challenges with ILS-DLA and K-SVD is to find a good initial dictionary. The online nature of RLS-DLA prevents getting stuck in a local minimum close to the initial dictionary contrary to the K-SVD and ILS-DLA. RLS-DLA uses the forgetting factor to improve the convergence properties of the algorithm and hence makes the algorithm less dependent on the initial dictionary. However, RLS-DLA method requires to permute the order of training vectors and adapt the forgetting factor to satisfy the randomness and convergence properties of the online nature of the algorithm.
There are several properties that should be considered in the search for a successful dictionary training algorithm. Flexibility: The algorithm should be flexible enough to run with various sparse approximation algorithm such as pursuit algorithm which involves finding the best projections of input signal onto the span of an overcomplete dictionary D. The flexibility property would enable different choices in favor of run-time constraints. Usually, methods that are flexible enough would separate the dictionary updates with sparse coding stage. Adaptivity: An overcomplete dictionary D either can be chosen as a pre-determined set of functions or designed to iteratively getting updated to better fit the data. Choosing a pre-specified dictionary is appealing because it is simpler and may lead to a fast algorithm. However, the dictionary that leads to the best representation for each member in this set, under strict sparsity constraints, is needed. Such dictionaries have the potential to outperform the commonly used pre-specified dictionaries. Efficiency: A dictionary learning algorithm should lead to a numerically efficient and fast convergence. For example, ILS-DLA has a second-order update which makes it nearly impractical in reasonable dimensions.
K-SVD algorithm is flexible and works with any pursuit algorithm. In addition, it leads to the best representation for each training vector. Given the merits of DL in overcoming heterogeneity of models, and the classification performance, here we used the idea of DL and developed the DL-CHI framework using K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm. Therefore, we reconstructed our model parameter of each individual sample to be linear combination of dictionary elements. We further compared our methodology with CHI and other dictionary models K-SVD, ILS-DLA, and RLS-DLA. Note, that DL-CHI formulation is personalized and not designed for average users unlike the above methods.
The proposed DL-CHI model
Rational and formulation
To extend CHI for personalized models, our approach is built on the dictionary learning framework [35] . As we have mentioned, the dictionary learning aims to identify a set of representative vectors that could characterize the low-dimensional structure embedded in a highdimensional vector space [36] [37] [38] . Particularly, here, taking the model parameter vectors of all the individuals as the high-dimensional vector space, we seek a dictionary to represent these model parameter vectors. The dictionary will be learned from data, and it helps regularize the learning of the models since it requires the model parameter vectors to be (sparse) linear combination of the dictionary bases. The whole pipeline of this DL-CHI model is shown in Fig. 1 .
From this point of view, the dictionary learning could be viewed as a trade-off made between two extremes. In one extreme, there is only one model for all the individuals, i.e., the "one-size-fits-all" model. On the other extreme, there is one distinct model for all the individuals and these models are all independent with each other. As a trade-off, dictionary learning exploits the dependency and difference of the individuals simultaneously.
To fulfill this idea, here, we denote the set of model parameter vectors of all the individuals as W * = w * 1 . . . , w * i , . . . , w * N , where w * i represents weight coefficient vector of the i th patient learned from the CHI model. Using dictionary learning, we aim to find an overcomplete dictionary D ∈ R d×k that contains k independent columns referred as the basis vectors,
. A model parameter vector w * can be represented as a linear combination of these basis vectors, satisfying the approximation condition w * ≈ Da, where a is the coefficient vector which can be considered as the representation of w * over the dictionary D.
In order for D to be flexible and robust to noise, we set the dictionary to be overcomplete (k > d). On the other hand, given any w * with a overcomplete dictionary, we need to find the smallest set of basis vectors from the dictionary to represent it. When we set the dictionary to be overcomplete, an infinite number of solutions are available for the representation; hence, constraints on 
Here, · 0 is the l 0 norm, counting the nonzero entries of a vector, and A = [a 1 , . . . , a N ] is the coefficient matrix of the sparse decomposition. In order to achieve sparse representations given a set of training vectors, we adapt a dictionary that leads to the best representation for each vector in this training set, under strict sparsity constraints.
Computational algorithm
In DL-CHI, we used the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm [39, 40] for sparse representation as an optimization problem, which can be efficiently solved via orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) and singular value decomposition (SVD). The K-SVD approach is an iterative procedure that consists of two steps, and both steps in the algorithm are coherent with each other, working towards the minimization of the overall objective function. First, we considered the sparse coding stage where we assumed that D was fixed and considered the optimization problem in (2) as a search for sparse representation with coefficients summarized in the matrix A. The sparsity term of the constraint was relaxed so that the number of nonzero entries of each column a i could be more than 1 and less than a number T 0 . In doing so, the relaxed objective function becomes:
In (3) D was first fixed such that we could focus on learning the coefficient matrix A using the orthogonal matching pursuit method, as long as it could supply a solution with a fixed and predetermined number of nonzero entries T 0 . OMP is an iterative greedy algorithm that selects the column best correlated with the residual part of the signal and represents the sub-optimal solution to the problem of sparse signal representation. The major advantage of the OMP is its simplicity and fast implementation. The problem in (3) consists of N distinct problems.
With a learned A, we searched for the best dictionary D. The search process is to update only one column of the dictionary, d k , at each time corresponding to i th row in A, denoted as a j T (this is not the vector a i which is the i th column in A). The process of updating only one column of D at a time has a straightforward solution based on the singular value decomposition (SVD). The problem becomes looking only at the training vectors that uses only one column of the dictionary vector in its approximation, minimizing the approximation error E k . The matrix
T stands for the error for all the training samples when the kth basis is removed, and a k T is the kth row in A. The SVD finds the closest rank-1 matrix (in Frobenius norm) that approximates E k . Hence, we re-wrote the penalty term in (3) as:
The notation A F stands for the Frobenius norm, defined as A F = ij A 2 ij . Then, the penalty term in (2) can be rewritten as:
Hence, we updated the
, assuming fixed coefficients A and error E k . The constraint is over the jth orthonormal basis D j . By decomposing the multiplication DA into the sum of K rank 1 matrices, we can assume that the other K − 1 terms were fixed, and the kth remains unknown. Then, the singular value decomposition finds the closest K − 1 terms that approximate E k , and this will effectively minimize the error in Eq. (5).
The above solution of vector a k T is very likely to be filled, because the sparsity constraint is not enforced. To enforce the sparsity constraint, we define ω k as the group of indices pointing to examples w * i that use basis d k and entries of a k T (i) that are non-zero. Thus,
by only choosing columns corresponding to ω k . We then apply the SVD decomposition E R k = U V T . The solution for d k is the first column of U, and the updated coefficient vector is the first column of U × (1, 1).
Summary of DL-CHI
Putting all together, an overview of the DL-CHI method can be seen from Fig. 2 . A full description of the DL-CHI algorithm is also given in Algorithm 1. It can be seen in Algorithm 1 that we have to learn W, A, and D. We split the algorithm into two phases for learning personalized CHI and dictionary learning. In the phase I, we intend to solve w * via CHI using the Algorithm 2 described in Appendix: "Algorithm" section. In this phase, we learn the model parameter vectors of all individuals, which lead to the construction of the matrix W * . In the phase II, we use the K-SVD method to learn the dictionary by first computing the best representation matrix A via (3) using the matching pursuit algorithm and then searching for the best dictionary. With a learned dictionary, the representations of the individual's models could be identified and further used as the final individual models. Specifically, from the dictionary algorithm we can find the the low-dimensional structure of the model parameter matrix W * ≈ DA, where each column of W * is a reconstructed model parameter vector of each individual to be linear combination of dictionary elements.
Algorithm 1 The DL-CHI algorithm
Require: D (0) ∈ R d×k , W * ∈ R d×n , and λ ∈ R Ensure: Find a dictionary D ∈ R d×k , and a corresponding coefficient matrix A ∈ R k×n such that the representation error, R = W − DA is minimized and A fulfill sparseness criterion 1: while not converge do 2: Start iterations t:= 1,2,. . . do 
∀i, a i 0 ≤ T 0 6: end for
7:
Update D (t)
8:
9:
Compute:
In E k , choose only columns corresponding to ω k
12:
Apply the SVD to the corresponding E k 13:
The updated d k is the first column of U.
15:
The updated a k T is first column of U × (1, 1).
16:
end for 17: Reconstructed individual model parameter: W * ≈ DA 4 Numerical studies
Real-world applications
We implement the DL-CHI model on two real-world datasets that were collected in Alzheimer's disease (AD) and surgical site infection (SSI) research. Both diseases exhibit monotonic disease progression and significant patient heterogeneity. For the Alzheimer's disease data, we use the FDG-PET images of 162 subjects (Alzheimer's Disease: 74, Normal aging: 88) downloaded from the ADNI (www.loni.usc.edu/ADNI). For each subject, there are at least three time points and at most seven time points. The data has been preprocessed and the Automated Anatomical Labeling has been used to segment each image into 116 anatomical volumes of interest (AVOIs). We select 90 AVOIs that are in the cerebral cortex in our study. Each AVOI becomes a variable here. The measurement data of each region, according to the mechanism of FDG-PET, is the regional average FDG binding counts, representing the degree of glucose metabolism. Extensive evidences in the literature have shown that the glucose metabolism will decline as a function of the aging, while the pathology of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD will further accelerate the declination, providing a perfect application example for implementing and testing the proposed DL-CHI method. The SSI data exhibit similar characteristics as the AD data. There have been many models developed to monitor individuals who are subject to developing SSI [41] [42] [43] , based on daily wound measurements, such as the temperature, granularity, and distance of the wound, together with other non-wound-related but important clinical signals such as heart rate, morning body temperature, and NG tube presence, etc. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal trend of a wound-related variable collected in our data, which clearly shows the monotonic degradation process of the SSI patients. The SSI data include longitudinal wound measurements from 857 patients, among which 169 are SSI patients and 539 are normal control. The data include wound measurement variables, for example, wound edge Fig. 3 Example of the longitudinal data of wound assessment that could gradually separate the SSI group with the non-SSI group as the condition progresses over time [7] distance, temperature, include exudate amount, etc. Some other physiological variables such as heart rate are also provided in the data. Subjects were measured in time length ranging from 3 days to 21 days.
Parameter tuning and validation
For each experiment, we randomly split the data into two equal parts, one for training and one for testing. For training, we used 10-fold cross validation to tune the parameters. As CHI is a complex data fusion mechanism that synthesizes monotonicity of the disease progression, label information, and statistical homogeneity, we use a comprehensive scheme to compare DL-CHI with CHI. Specifically, we compared the two models (1) when only monotonicity is used for model training (i.e., by setting β = 0 and optimizing for α), (2) when only the label information is used for model training (i.e., by setting α = 0 and optimizing for β), and (3) when a full model is used (i.e., by optimizing for both α and β). In addition, we performed in each of the settings by randomly downsampling the training data, i.e., only using a proportion of the data ranging from 15 to 75%, to train both models. A model that can maintain good performances with less training data in obviously more promising in healthcare applications while data collection is relatively more costly than other real-world applications.
Results
Comparison between CHI and DL-CHI across a wide range of scenarios aforementioned are reported in Table 1 . In general, it is observed that the DL-CHI model could significantly improve CHI model by accounting for the patient heterogeneity. This makes sense, since enforcing the constraint that the individual CHI model should be represented by a dictionary plays a role in the regularization of the model learning, as the dictionary basis vectors are numerical representations of patient heterogeneity. It is shown that in all of the three scenarios, using only monotonicity (β = 0), using only the label information α = 0, or the full-model DL-CHI model, achieve satisfying results. Another observation is that enforcing monotonicity constraint alone leads to satisfactory performance for the DL-CHI model. As shown in Table 1 , the DL-CHI method is also robust to small sample size. We investigate DL-CHI model's capability by selecting only 15% of the data as the training data, while the 10-folder cross validation was used to identify the optimal parameters in the model. The results show that our method achieves better prediction performance than the CHI model that uses the same ratio of the training data. Overall, the results show that the DL-CHI has a great potential for clinical applications to overcome the limitation of the CHI method in mitigating patient heterogeneity. Table 2 shows the performance comparison of personalized DL-CHI method with the CHI model and and three dictionary methods: K-SVD, ILS-DLA, and RLS-DLA. While for each model training, 10-fold cross validation is used on the training data and the AUC is evaluated on the testing data. Results in Table 2 show that the integration of dictionary learning with the CHI model improves the performance of the algorithm. The performance of RLS-DLA is in general considerable better than that of ILS-DLA and K-SVD. However, interestingly DL-CHI model performance demonstrates that it is superior to the RLS-DLA despite its convergence as an online algorithm and its ability for reconstruction purposes. Figure 4 provides the results regarding the number of basis vectors needed for a sufficient representation of patient heterogeneity from AD. Apparently, the larger the dictionary size, the lower the representation error. On the other hand, we can also observe that the error of representation drops quickly with the increasing number of basis vectors in the dictionary. As the optimal dictionary size is not known in advance; hence, we first obtained it through an initial dictionary D 0 of large size K. The initial dictionary D 0 ∈ R d×k is obtained by selecting K samples randomly from input signals. The dictionary D 0 helps minimizing the reconstruction error, and it is not yet optimal. For our experiment, we selected the number of basis based on the minimum error of representation given various dictionary sizes. To satisfy the overcompleteness, we choose the size of D 0 to be sufficiently larger than the dimension of an input signal.
Representation capacity of dictionary learning
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a DL-CHI formulation to help build personalized contemporary health index (CHI) to monitor patient condition over time. Through applications on two real-world datasets of AD and SSI, the DL-CHI model is shown to be better than the CHI model in patient prediction and can achieve robust results with small sample sizes. In the future, we may further enhance the DL-CHI method in the following directions. First, note that, in the current DL-CHI formulation, the individual models have to be learned via the CHI formulation without information from the dictionary. Only with a learned dictionary, the representations of the individual's models are identified and further used as the final individual models. This is a possibility that a joint learning of both steps could further enhance the performance of DL-CHI by incorporating the dictionary into the CHI formulation. Second, the need of transfer learning when the supply of training data is limited is vital. One way to tackle this problem is by exploring the transfer learning through model-based transfer, where the prior knowledge from the generic recognizer enters through a modified regularization term in the CHI model. Last but not least, we can also consider an integration between data-based and modelbased transfer learning. Where, by re-weighting the input source data, we can minimize the discrepancy between the source and the target distributions, and then allowing CHI to be biased toward the parameters of another model. 
Then the solution w * to Eq. (9) can be obtained by: w * = Q −1 s * + Zu * + Xv * .
Algorithm
The block coordinate descent algorithm [44] to solve the dual problem in Eq. (9) is an iterative procedure as follows: 
